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Abstract 

Approximately 4,000 petroleum (oil and gas) platforms exist in the 
northern Gulf of Mexico and form one of the world's most extensive 
de /clctO artificial reef systems. Collectively, these structures may com
prise one of the largest FAD (Fish Aggregating Device) at'rays in the world, 
attracting surface and midwater pelagic fishes. The diverse composition 
of pelagic fish fauna at NGOJ'I'1 platforms is described and includes 
valued species such as TbllllllllJ ctluacareJ, TbllllllllJ at/clIlticlIJ, COI),pbctellCl 
bi/J/JllmJ, /iullltiJmyuilllll Jolalldri, Racbycelltroll UIIlCldllll/, Seriola dlllllerili, 
Scollluerolllor/IJ CCI'IJCllla, and Deca/JtemJ pll111:tatlls. Petroleum platforms 
influence pelagic fishery resources and are an important component of 
the Gulfs commercial and recreational fishing industries. Reviewed lite
rature revealed a sparsity of fundamental knowledge of densities, tem
poral and spatial occurrence, and fishing effort/catch rates of pelagic 
fishes at platforms. The role of Gulf petroleum platforms "as FADs" is 
examined, possible mechanisms for aggregation are reviewed, and a 
synopsis of the author's preliminary findings on life hisrory aspects of 
fL Jolcmr/ri and R. CC/Jladlllll from platforms is presented. It is proposed 
that platforms provide opportunities for the study of pelagic species to 
better understand the life hisrory, ecology, behaviour, and habitat requi
rements of pelagic fishery resources in the Gulf of Mexico. 

Introduction 

In the northern Gulf of Mexico (NGOM), coastal and oceanic petroleum 
(oil and gas) production platforms constitute long-lasting structures 
(40 years) which attract large assemblages of pelagic fishes and enhance 
recreational and commercial fishing within the region. Although 
northern Gulf platforms aggregate a diverse and abundant pelagic fish 
resource, there is little fundamental knowledge of factors influencing 
their ability to attract fishes, and information is scant regarding the 
influence of platforms on pelagic fish populations within the NGOlv1. 
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Figure 1 
Map of the northern Gulf of 
Mexicu stuciy area showing 
the general location of 
4,000 petroleum platforms. 
Platforms are ciesignated 
by black dots. 
Source: Ditton & Auyong 
(1984). 

Biology and iJehaviour of pelagic fish aggregalions 

Approximately 4,000 platforms exist in the NGOM, extending from 
waters off the State of Alabama to Padre Island National Seashore off 
the State of Texas (Scarbol'Ough-Bull & Kendall, J 994) (fig. 1). Of these, 
8 L % occur off Louisiana and 14 % off Texas. NGO)v[ plat/lll'l11S supply 
25% of the us production of natural gas and 18% of its oil. NGOlv[ States 
manage petroleum resources that ocelli' wirhin their territorial waters; 
however, most platforms occur on the outer continental shelf(OCS) within 
United States territorial waters where the development of petroleum 
resources is managed by the Minerals Management Service (MJV[S), an 
agency of the us Department of the Interior. 

. . 

Gulf of Mexico 

This paper provides, by way of review of the scientific literature and 
other available sources, information on the pelagic fish fauna associated 
with NGOM platforms. The diversity and abundance of pelagic fishes 
at platforms are examined, possible mechanisms for pelagic fish aggre
gation at platforms and various interrelationships are reviewed, and a 
synopsis of the authors'research findings on selected life history aspects 
of two pelagic fishes, wahoo (ACClllthocybilllll .foICllldri) and cobia (RClchy

WIltI'OIl cCllwdlllll), which associate with NGOM platforms is presented. 
It is proposed that NGOJ'd petroleum platforms and fish attracting 
devices (fADs) Illay function comparably in their attraction of pelagic 
fishes, and that platforms provide unique opportunities to study the 
natural history and behaviour of pelagic species. 
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Figure 2 
Diagram of tile type 
of petroleulll platforllls 
installed at various water 
deptils in tile nortilern Gulf 
of Mexico. 
Source: Cranswick & Regg 
(1997). 

Biologic el cOll1jlOrlelllenl agregalif des poissons 

Generic description of NGOM platforms 

NGON! platfi.)rms range in size and complexity {i'om small, single-well 
operations to large, multi-well edifices of considerable structural 
complexity. Until recent years, oil and gas drilling activities and 
subsequent installation of production plad()rms, occurred from shore 
to the 200-m depth contour; however, since 1997, 40 platforms have 
been installed at water depths ranging from 1,000 to 2,300 m and are 
located more than 250 km from shore (Cranswick & Regg, 1997). As 
the search for oil and gas extends into the deeper NGO/V[, platforms in 
3,000 m of water may be a reality within the next decade or two. The 
different types of platforms that are installed at various water depths 
in the Gulf of Mexico are shown in figure 2. Platforms are stabilized 
by large vertical supports (legs), a large portion of which is submerged 
and connected by an assemblage of cross beams. Since conventional 
platform designs are unfeasible [-or deep-water structures, they are 
supported in place by high-tech, innovative mooring systems. 

Tension 
Leg 

Platform 
(TLP) 

(1 500 to 7000 (eet) 

Ecological studies at NGOM platforms: overview 

SPAR 
Platform 

(SP) 
(2 000 to 10 000 (eet) 

Offshore platforms represent a relatively "new" biological habitat in the 
northern Gulf which is characterised by a distinctive fflllnal assemblage 
and species associations when compared to the surrounding waters and 
natural habitat (Gallaway & Lewbel, 1982). Early biological surveys 
conducted at NG01v[ platforms focused on descriptions of the biofouling 
community on the vertical supports (Gunter & Geyer, 1955; Peque
gnat & Peguegnat, 1968) and benthic fish populations (Perry, 1979). 
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Biology and behaviour of pelagic fish aggregalions 

A review of more recent scientific literature reveals that NCOiVI plat
forms as artificial reefs and habitat Illr reef fishes have been the topic 
of at least :'\0 biological studies which primarily investigated the 
associated demersal or benthic communities. 
Research on pclagic fishes at and around platflll'111s has been diHlcult 
owing to the complex architecture of pi a dCll'l11s, excessive water depths, 
low visibility, and a lack of applicable scientific sampling gear and 
methods. However, some information on the association of pelagic 
fishes with platforms has been acquired from research studies conducted 
at a few NGOM platforms, which in recent years included diver visual 
surveys, hydroacoustic surveys, and video recordings from remotely 
operated vehicles (ROV). 
Diversity and abundance of pelagic fishes associated with some NGOM 
platforms were investigated by I-:Iastings et cd. (L 97 6), Wilson & Stan
ley (1991), Gallaway & Lewbel (1982), Reggio (989) and Sranley & 

Wilson (1989, L990, 1995, 1996, 1997). Biological and ecological 
relationships of pelagic fishes at NGOM platforms were examined by 
Stanley & Wilson (1995, 1996, 1997), Scarborough-Bull & Kendall 
(1994). However, long-term scientific assessments of the ecology and 
interrelationships of pelagic fishes and their aggregations at NGOM plat
forms are scant. Despite their great numbers and importance to fisheries 
user groups (Ditton & Auyong, 1984), too few quantitative data exist 
on the "fisheries value" ofNGOM platforms. 

Platforms as FADs for pelagic fishes 

Associations of tropical and subtropical pelagic fishes with floating 
objects such as logs, mats of algae (e.g. SClrgCfJJIIIII) , debris, and other 
flotsam have been widely reported in the literature (see Rountree, 1989 
for references). The reasons for the attraction of fishes to floating objects 
are not fully understood, although availability of food, shelter from 
predators (Rountree, 1989), and orientation advantages are among the 
numerous factors that may play important roles. 
Numetous economically important tropical and subttopical fisheries have 
developed as a direct result of fishermen constructing and deploying 
FADs. These are designed to create artificial habitats and usually float at 
or near the surface or are suspended in midwater. FADs ostensibly aggre
gate fish which would otherwise be dispersed over wide expanses of water 
(Rountree, 1990). The types of FADs, their uses in various regions of 
the world, and their effectiveness to attract a diverse assemblage of 
fishes have been the subject of scientific study by various researchers 
(see Dagorn & Ft'eon, 1999 for FAD references). 
Petroleum platforms in the NGOlvI also serve as major "aggregation 
points" for large numbers of fish, and the effects of platforms are not 
confined to benthic and demersal fish but also extend to pelagic fish 
which often exhibit high species diversity and typically represent the 
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greatest fish biomass (Galla way & Lewbel, 1982). Conventional FADs 

have not been used to any extent in the NGOM, primarily because plat
forms are perceived to function as FADs. The submerged portions of all 
platforms in the NGOM are estimated to provide approximately I. 2 km 2 

of hard substrate (Stanley & \"Xi'ilson, 1997) and constitute 28% of the 
known hard-slll'h1Ce habitat off the coasts of Louisiana and Texas (Reggio, 
1.989). These structures represent the most extensive de j~/i'fO artificial 
reef system in the world. Do NGOM platforms collectively represent the 
world's largest de/acto assemblage of FADs? 

Composition, diversity and abundance 
In addition to scientific literature, supplemental (grey) sources of infor
mation on pelagic fishes associated with platforms include interviews 
with recreational fishermen and divers, examination of recreational 
fishermen's catch, official reports of commercial fishermen, charterboat 
captains' log books, and captains of petroleum platform supply vessels. 
Although catches of highly sought-after game fishes at platforms are 
selective and biased towards larger species because of the hook-and-line 
gear used, the data are valuable, nonetheless, and would be difficult to 
obtain otherwise. Available scientific literature (see Ecological studies 
above) and supplemental sources were consulted to develop a list of 
pelagic fishes associated with NGOM platforms (see table). The list 
contains 45 species representing 18 families. 
The composition of pelagic fishes at coastal platforms (water depth 
< 20 m) typicall y differs from that at offshore platforms (water depth 
20-64 m) and bluewater platforms (water depth>64 m) (Stanley & 

\"Xi'ilson, 1998). Among the pelagics which frequent shallow platforms 
are P. Jctitcltrix, R. ccmcldllJll, C. .felbel; C. bij'jJOJ, C. 1'IIbel; and S. Jllcli'lllatm 
(see table). Offshore platforms attract some of the pelagic fishes which 
also occur at coastal platforms, but S. JIIokCllnm, S. zygCleIlCf, S. dlllllel'ili, 
S. ri'lJolicIIlCl, E. bijliJlJlIIlata, S. cc/vcrllcr, A JolclJldl'i, E. allettercrtllS, B. cClj;ris
cm (see table), and an assortment of bait fishes, primarily small clupeids 
and carangids, are among the species that typically occur at offshore 
sites (Gallaway & Lewbel, 1982). Bluewater platforms attract some 
species found at shallower offshore structures, but are defined by large 
scombrids (tunas, wahoo), istiophorids (blue marlin and white marlin), 
and vast schools of baitfishes. 
Regular fluctuations in diversity and abundance of pelagic fishes at 
individual platforms appear to be the norm, with higher abundances 
generally associated with increased water temperatures. Seasonal change 
in NGOM temperature probably influences migratory patterns of pela
gic baitfishes and pelagic predators within the region. Variations in the 
occurrence of some pelagic species at NGOM platforms suggest a transient 
relationship with little or no fidelity to a particular platform or group 
of platforms, a presumption supported by tagging studies (Franks et 
cd,1991). 
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Table - Pelagic fishes mportecl to associate with petroleum platforms in the northern Gulf of Mexico. 

J = juvenile stage, A = ac~~~~ stage. __ ~ ___ ~~ ___ ~~ ___ ~_____ _ ___ _ 

Carcharhinidac 

Cdll"b,"-biIllIJ br/!uljlilllhl 

Cill'cbtlrbillllJ /illlb"/IIJ 

Ctlly-brlrbilllls obsC/ll'IIs 

G{t/comdo IlII'iur 

l?bizo/lriollodoll /ClmCIIOlldC 

Sphyrnidae 

SpbYI'II{1 1II0kdl'l'{iII 

Spbyl'lli/ Zyg{IClliI 

Elopidac 

Mcgrt/o/IJ rlt/{lIltims 

Clllpcidae 
I-li/l'clIglI/rt ji/gll{lII(} 

S{m/i IIcllrt {Ill I'i!cl 

Pomatomidae 
POlllatolllllJ J(//tdtrix 

Rachycentriclae 

1?(/dJycclltl'OIl c{lIIadlllll 

Echeneiclae 
Ecbcneis 1It1I1iT{ltCS 

Carangidae 

CrtrrlllX jllJWJ 

C{m:lllx bippos 

Carclllx /atllJ 

Crtl'CIllX /lIgllbl'is 

Car{lIIx I'IIbcr 

Dcc(/jJtcl'IIJ P"IICt(/tIS 

f]/tlgtl/ir /;iJJilllllt/CI/tI 

Sc/mc/JOlllcr 

Scrio/(/ dlllllcri/i 

Serio/" jtIJciclhi 

Scrio/cl I'il'o/itllw 

Life Life 

Carangiclac 

A Scrio/iI ZOlhlhl TA 
A '[),lcbiIlO/IIJ CtlI'O/iIlIlS t\ 
A 'fi'ilCbIlI'llJ /d/bi/llli A 
A COlyphaeniciae 

JA CIIIY/lbaellrl biNI/II'IIS JA 
Loboticlac 

A Lobo/us JIII'i'hIIlJellsir TA 
A Ephippiclac 

Cbrle/orliPtcl'IIs /rlbcl' JA 
A Mllgilidac 

IHlIgi/ CC/J/W/IIS A 
JA Sphyraeniclae 

A Spbyl'{/CIW b(II'I'{lwda A 
Scombriclae 

A ilCtllltboc)'/;illlll sO/(/lIdl'i JA 
ElltbYIIIIIIS "'/cltCI'(/tllJ A 

JA ElltbYlIllllJ /Jc/(/lIIix J 
Scolllbcrolllol'llJ C{IWt//(/ JA 

A S((}lIIbcl'olllol'llJ IIIrtW/rttllJ JA 
TbllllllllJ rt//;{ICClI'CJ A 

JA TbllllllllJ rtt/{lIItiwJ A 
TA TbllllllllS tbYIIIIIIJ A 
A Istiophoridae 

JA Makairrl lIigl'ic(IIIS A 
JA Tctmptel'lls {t/bidllJ A 
JA Balistidae 

A BtI/istis '''JJriJwJ A 
JA C{/JItbidcrlllis SII/f/tlIIICII A 
JA Tetraodontidae 

JA Lrtgocepba/IIJ /{Ielligatlls A 
A 

Pelagic species at platforms are represented by juveniles and adults 
alike, however, there is scant information on seasonal occurrence of 
various life stages of species or which life stages occur more frequently. 
Little is known about the size and age composition of pelagic fishes at 
platforms. 

Interrelationships 
Very little is known about the interrelationships of fishes at platforms 
or the interspecific interactions of pelagics within the "platform com
munity". Depending upon the species, pelagics position themselves at 
vatying depths and locations around or near a platform structure. Obser
vations on vertical zonation indicate that smaller species, particularly 
planktivores, typically maintain a position from nearsurface to mid
depth, closely associate with platform structure, and tend to locate 
within or slightly upcurrent of the structure (Galla way et et!., 1981). 
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By positioning themselves upcurrent, plankton feeders can allow the 
current to bring food to them, wherein a minimum expenditure of 
energy is required to feed, thereby possibly reducing the amount of food 
required per individual. Competition for planktonic food may be a 
determinant of pelagic fish fauna at platforms, i.e., successful or unsuc
cessfulleeding by planktivorous baitfishes such as HC/I'ulIglllcl jCIgllcllhl 

might alTect attraction and residence time of pelagic predators. 
Large, predatory pelagics tend to locate fi-om the surl~lce to middepth and 
1110ve freely around and away [l'om the platforms as they observe and/or 
pursue schools of baitfish and smaller pelagic prey. Large pelagics rarely 
enter the area enclosed by the platform's legs (Galla way et (/1., 1981). 
Just as lv[arsac & Cayre (1998) observed with fADs, some pelagic pre
dators orient themselves upcurrent of the platform, and the posi tion 
assumed by predators often matches the distribution of prey when 
located at a slight distance from the platform. Holland et et!. (1990) 
reported that FAD-associated yellowfin tuna might pay an energetics 
penalty because the forage resource is probably considerably smaller 
than that available at the perimeters of nearby reefs. There are few 
natural reefs in the NGOM and only a few scattered natural areas of "high 
relief', so platforms may represent valuable, albeit opportunistically 
utilized, foraging sites for tunas and other large pelagics. Tunas may 
conserve energy at platforms during foraging events by orienting 
themselves in the current flow and feeding on current-borne prey, as 
Holland et (//. (1990) reported for tunas at FADs. 

Possible mechanisms of attraction to platforms 
Platforms probably redistribute existing pelagic fish biomass within 
the NGOM. The mechanisms of attraction for pelagic fishes at platforms 
are poorly understood and have not been fully investigated; however, 
observations provide some insight into possible elements of attraction. 
Gallaway & Lewbel (982) reported that assemblages of platform
associated pelagic fishes appear to be more sttongly dictated by the 
physical factors of the platforms than by biological interrelationships, 
and, if so, may represent "flexible confederations of species loosely 
allied by similar environmental requirements or preference". Stanley & 

Wilson observed relationships of fish abundance and artificial structure 
were more complex than merely that of attraction to submerged surface 
area, and suggested that "factors such as natural and temporal varia
bility of species distribution and abundance interacting with physical 
platform variables and water depth possibly determine overall species 
abundance" . 
Pelagic fishes appear to be attracted to artificial structure in greatest 
numbers when the structure extends a considerable distance above the 
bottom or even reach the surface, as do petroleum platforms. Baitfishes 
are thought to be attracted to vertically oriented objects for orientation, 
enhanced predator avoidance, and the potential increase in feeding 
(Rountree, 1990), and, in fact, the structural physical barriers created 
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by deeper-water platforms rising from the seaf100r possibly create 
nutrient upwelling and thus potentially highly productive waters 
which might attract plankrivores. The abundance of some pelagic pre
dators at platforms may be directly correlated with prey availability, 
wherein predators accumulate in the vicinity of prey by means of "area 
resl'l'icrecl searching" behaviour (Bohnsack, 1989) which facilitates 
avoiding unproductive foraging areas. Large pelagics sLlch as tunas and 
billfishes are gregarioLls roamers which are believed to be minimally 
dependent upon resident and small transient pelagics at platforms as 
food, and even though an individual platform might not provide a 
supply of prey to support feeding requirements of an entire school of 
tunas, an array of closely aligned platforms might provide [or an ample 
foraging base. 
fADs possess "attractive or effective ranges" (Hunter & Mitchell, 1967) 
depending on design, composition, size, type and textural condition 
of structural materials, col or and od or, and similar factors might apply 
to platforms. Cayre (1991), Holland et et!. (1990), and others reported 
the optimum minimal horizontal distance between FADs as 18 km to 
avoid overlapping the attraction potential and the respective radii of 
influence with neighbouring ones. Optimum distance may also depend 
on the available biomass within a given area. The overall radius of 
influence for large peJagics at platforms is unknown, however, offshore 
recreational fishermen often catch tunas and marlins within 5 km of plat
forms. Although, some large pelagic fish typically orient themselves 
upcurrent of platforms, others may not. Commercial longliners tend 
to make their tuna "sets" at distances 3 km downcurrent from platforms, 
primarily to avoid entanglement of their drifting gear with platform 
support structures. 
I-I ypotheses on the associative behaviour of pelagic fishes are discussed 
by Freon & Misund (1999) and provide enlightened insight into possible 
mechanism of attraction to structure. Some proposed mechanisms for 
attraction to artificial structure seem to conflict. For example, increased 
shelter and survival imply reduced predation, and yet, additional food 
and increased predator feeding efficiency suggest higher predation 
rates and increased prey mortality (Bohnsack, 1989). Fish attraction 
behaviour presumably evolved because of some selective advantage, e.g., 
faster growth, inneased survival, and reproduction (Bohnsack, 1989). 
So, do platforms (and fADs) provide cues beyond the evolutionary expe
rience of pelagic fishes and elicit responses that are not necessarily 
adaptive? Do pelagic fishes at platforms face higher mortality from 
natural predators ... and fishermen? 

Platforms and FADs: some principal factors in common 
- Create artificial habitat at or near the surface and in midwater; 
- High taxonomic diversity and abundance of pelagic fishes relative to 
the surrounding waters; 
- Attract similar families of fishes; attract resident and transient pelagic 
fishes; 
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-Influence regional pelagic fisheries; important component ofpelagic 
fishing industries; 
- Significantly increase fishermen catch, decrease fishermen search time, 
lower fuel consumption; 
- Provide opportunities to study the natural history and biology of 
pelagic fishes. 

Platforms and pelagic fisheries 

Offshore energy development in the NGOM has been recognized as 
having a significant positive effect on offshore recreational and com
mercial hook-and-line fishing within the area. Linton (1994) reported 
the number of platforms in the NGOJ\{ doubled during the 1980s 
while both the number of species and total amount of finfish landed 
from the NGOM tripled during the same period. In the United States, 
the utilization of offshore platforms as fishing sites is greatest in the 
NGOM (Ditton & Auyong, 1984; Reggio, 1987), and platforms attract 
a variety of commercial fishing gears (electric bottom rigs, hook-and
line, handlines, etc.) and recreational hook-and-line fishing methods 
(trolling, drift fishing, casting, etc.). 
Several pelagic species, particularly carangids and scombrids, are the 
main target species ofNGOM commercial and recreational fisheries, and 
platforms concentrate available fish into a smaller geographic area, 
potentially making them more accessible to fishermen. Over 40% of the 
us marine recreational fishing catch come from the Gulf of Mexico, and 
a large portion of that, including pelagic species, come from the NGOM 
(Ditton & Auyong, 1984). Platforms function to serve an expanding 
recreational fishing industry that has ever-increasing importance for the 
economies of States bordering the NGOM. Studies are needed to improve 
the base of information on the harvest of pelagic species at platforms as 
related to ecological and socio-economic aspects of the pelagic fishery. 

Platforms as research opportunities 

Studies of pelagic fishes at platforms can provide valuable information 
about their natural history, behaviour, and habitat requirements and on 
relationships between pelagic species and the platform environment. 
However, until repeated quantitative studies are performed, fisheries 
information associated with platforms will be of a qualitative nature. 
Platforms provide the opportunity for the collection of small pelagic 
species (and juveniles) rarely caught in conventional ichthyoplankton 
nets and could serve as "tools" for conducting controlled experiments 
in the pelagic environment. Platforms are of a long duration, and by 
conducting on-site, long-term studies, more can be learned about the 
associations of fishes with platforms, and the fisheries values of platforms. 
For the past ten years, the author has conducted life history research 
on cobia, RCIC!Jycelllroll C{mar/lIIl/, a large migratory pelagic species which 
supports a valuable fishery throughout the Gulf of Mexico. Cobia 
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exhibit a strong attraction for platforms, and the majority of specimens 
used in the author's studies of age and growth (Franks et ct!., 2(00), 

reproduction (Lotz et et!" 1996; B iesiot et ct!., I. 994), and feeding habi ts 
(Meyer & Franks, (996) were captured at NGOl'vI plarforms, Also, 
numerous cobia were tag-released at NGOM platforms during studies 
of cnbia migratory behaviour (Franks et ct!., I. 991), Research nndings 
revealed that cobia utilize platforms as prime feeding sites and probably 
spawn in offshore waters of the NGOJ\{ (some possibly at platforms), 
Seasonal fidelity to individual platforms and specific groups of plat
forms was demonstrated by a few recaptured tagged fish, and, in ['lct, 
captures of tagged as well as non-tagged specimens suggest that some 
members of the population may not migrate at all and remain as year
round residents at deep-water NGOM platforms (J-Iowse et ,,/., 1992; 
Lotz et et!., 1996), 
Life history studies recently initiated by the author and colleagues on 
wahoo, ltccllltho(),billJ/I so/,,"dri, from the NGOM (Brown-Peterson et ct!., 
2000; Franks et ,,/., 2000) rely heavily upon specimens caught at or near 
platforms by fishermen, Although research nndings are preliminary, they 
suggest that wahoo are rapid growers, mature by t\VO years of age, and 
spawn during summer months in the NGOJ''{, Wahoo are attracted to 
offshore and bluewater platforms for purposes of foraging and as 
possible pre/post spawning-event meeting sites, 
Although ongoing studies continue to expand the scientinc base of 
information on cobia and wahoo from the \X/estern Central Atlantic 
Ocean, the biology and behaviour of both species are not well understood, 
Cobia and wahoo are mentioned here to emphasize the value of plat
forms as prime locations for the collection and study of some of the 
large pelagic species within NGOM waters, and to underscore the need 
for additional studies of the underlying biology of aggregations of 
pelagic nshes around platforms, Continued studies of these two species 
at platforms will provide information useful in their management as 
highly valued pelagic fishery resources, 

Suggested research on pelagic fishes at platforms could include: 
- Mechanism of attraction/association; studies of species diversity, 
abundance, and behaviour; 
- Importance of physical gradients to pelagic fish orientation and dis
tribution; 
- Trophic relationships and energy flow; biological assessments; new 
bio-survey techniques; 
- Magnitude of bio-impacts in the presence of natural variations, 

Research at NGOM platforms might elucidate the following: 
- How dependent upon platforms are pelagic fishes; what are the inter
specific relationships? 
- \X/hat is the importance of platforms to ecological productivity and 
pelagic fish diversity in the NGOj',,£? 
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- I-low do platforms modif)' dynamics of the "pelagic fish system" in 
which they are placed? 
- \X!hat is the influence of platfCJrIllS on juvenile pelagics and on the 
recruitment of juveniles? 
- Are specific year-classes of pelagics attracted to platforms? 
- Are platiclrIl1s pelagic fishery enhancement tools, or tools to enhance 
fish harvest, or both? 
- \'\!hat is the role of platforms in sustainable development of pelagic 
fisheries in the NGOM? 

Conclusion 

Although scientific studies have provided information on pelagic fishes 
at NGOM platforms, the need exists for a greater understanding of the 
biological, ecological and socio-economic (including human dimen
sions) aspects of pelagic fish-platform relationships. Continued study 
of pelagic fishes at platforms will expand the base of scientific know
ledge of pelagic fish resources within the Gulf of Mexico and may 
provide information useful to those involved in the study of FADs as 
components of pelagic fisheries in tropical and subtropical oceans. 
Conversely, results of scientific investigations of relationships between 
FADs and pelagic species have relevance to the study ofNGOM pelagic 
fish-platform associations. 
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